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La Cams 	 ee. 

I spent a large part* of last night with Freak Valdese  brother offeeligh04011A4 
at La Casa, introdooed by David Robinson, who had tended bar there sever* year, ales 
Frank Valdes strikes me as a level-heeded, yelleinformed Cubma without illadawdao 
may, from time to time, be helpful to you. 

He oame to this country in October 1960 after a career in governmeat service. 

Be in anti-Batista, served Bei° Socoarres and Gran Sergiertin in responsible govern. 

meet positions, and knows the 6uhan community yell. 114 refused to make any (=tribe. 

/ions to any of the collections on the grounds that they were futile and saved his 

charities to help Cubans who had acne here and /mere in need. 

He zeye that Bringuier's brother.in.law. Pelass, is an honest =litho as 

defense secretary under Batista took no graft. He says Bringuier's father was a 

4'atietiana and assumes Carlos was. To him Carlos is ridiculous, a nut. Re tells the 

story of Carloses visit to say he would "report" Frank if Freak did not get rid of an 

anti-Batista record. Frank did not get rid of it. 

He says Axeacha, who he knew well, hung out at the Habana and American bare, 

weem at La Ease but a couple of times. 

He knows Shaw was there but knowns nothing else. Mario Bermudees-face is 

familiar but he thinks he may have peen it in the papers. 
I showed him some of the Dallas arrest pictures (and all the others I have). 

Be immediately said the face of the man in the raincoat is familiar. I showed him 

the pictures I got from Leery Howard and he said the similar looking man in the 

fatigue bat is the same familiar man. He also thinks this man is Mexican, with Indian 

blood. Per some reason, the picture reminds him of baseball. 

In the Ho Name arrest picture, the man tamard the center, in the Elsenhower 

Jae/Let and glasses is familiar to him. 

BoB Lavender also looks familiar to bias He said the same about Bill 

Dalzell. Two Lavender boys lived with Merge Kirkpatrick. 
Of James Wade he said,"He came around with some fruits. He used to live with a 

fruit." He also galled him a 'bully". 

He ineediately recognized Godfrey Kirkpatrick and gave me a run-down beginning 

with identification of his wife and ending with the statement she had transferred 
her business to the Acropolis, whichxis correct. When Godfrey got out of Jackson about 

six months ago he wee there also. 

Frank Valdes is not fond of Carlos Bringuier, who he holds in low °stem. Is 
regards Bringuieree activities as not helpful to Cubans. 

He heard stories of the camp(s), is willing to believe the men came there, but 

bee no knowledge of the camp(s) ox them. Be once worked in Miami for the ouetome service. 

When I left he said he had found the visit mintereatine and expressed the hope I'd 
be back. 


